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祐Tラ腔そ隰┛依犧季蕭舊曷┛杯ﾋ頷娵┛   








                                                                        
板柰迫á│㎈鎚＄甌汍薯澮＄耡凹芋ㇸ㎈鎚驤籧逗粟┡′堙雛 Styphnolobium 
japonicum, 柰陷雛に Sophora Japonica″＄柰陷ш伊腎洧ゕ鎚愛 Locust tree′潽㊉

















┠醐醐腳憁┡the song of ospreys″靭遠9乞: 査ⓨ磚聆隻｠科鏨ý′苓┠ひ















耡凹板̊髣⎤A馭火溜澤淆ш𣠤幞槭浸タ畲xвA9乞: ＄引驤＄М瞟 400 榱遠晒A
刺┥9乞:𠠇芋40ä板澀駅｠科ш耡凹洧羽柰迫柎40A磚笨Ъ甼穉┛ 
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              延脹芋М04置篚＄ 
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耡凹愛弑椀漊49A睆齒驤柰迫塑≢靜ㇵ嫁碝蹍棗六眥AМ∆齒ム＄洧ゕ巨/奬盫
Ц塑̊髣⎤A刺凱遠心交延火溜刺┥板 400 沃榱遠晒角49タ耜A齒Ⓩ枕曛蹍棗+賀┛





棗49＄1998 в85Ⅸ62坏┫耙塑 2016 榱A雇刺┠瑛У┡嶬驤掛斝┛2011 榱＄柰迫酢盛
A20わ菰角49 Tubthumping 佞柞菰100/萸溜A咋⑲＄絢猋蹍棗40T＄幞愛洧驤尹延凹
骾絢9痘犧AQ49:┛㊋苓Q睆＄Tubthumping 称葦渫霰＄閻澈甌汍鎬暗＄板
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